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The Maslov class of
some Legendre submanifolds

1. VAISMAN

Departmentof Mathematics
University of Haifa, Israel

Abstract.In thepaper, by usinga differential-geometricmachinery,onecomputes
theMaslov classfor: a) LegendrecurvesonS

3, with respectto anyoneof thethree
classical contactformsof S3b) Legendresubmanifoldsfor theclassicalcontact
structureof thecotangentunit spheresbundlesof a RiemannianmanifoldN. In
case b), and if N is flat, the Maslov class is determinedby the meancurvature
vector,andit vanishesif theLegendresubmanifoldis minimal.

1. INTRODUCTION

TheMaslov class ‘in an importantinvariantin symplectic-Lagrangiangeometry,
and its applicationsto mathematicalphysics.Generally,this is a 1 -dimensional

cohomology class m E H’(M, IR), associated to a symplectic vector bundle

p :E-+M, and two Lagrangiai~subbundlesL
1, L2 of the former, and it is an

obstructionto the transversalityof L1 andL2. If ~ is a closedcurvein M, then
f1,m is the Maslov index of y. In the particularcaseof a cotangentbundle T*N,

the Maslov class and index appearfor LagrangiansubmanifoldsM C T*N, by
taking E = T(T*N)/M, L1 = VIM, L2 = TM, where V is tangentto the fibers of
T*N, and they play a fundamentalrole in constructingasymptoticsolutions

of differential operatorson N by theso-calledmethodof thecanonicaloperator.
We referthereaderto [GS] for a generaldiscussionof this subject,and for further
referencesto therelevantliterature.
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The original definition of the Maslov class (index) ammountsto the considera-

tion of the degreeof a certainmapping of the circle S’, but amongthemethods
developedfor its computationsome are basedon differential-geometricmachi-

neries [D], [M]. Particularly, it has been remarked by Kamber and Tondeur
[KT] that the Maslov class can be interpretedas an exotic characteristicclass,

and in our paper [V2], we havedevelopedthis viewpoint by discussingalso higher
dimensionalMaslov classesand by giving computationalformulas by meansof

connections.
While the definition of the Maslov classesis more general,computationsof

theseclassesweredonemainly for Lagrangiansubmanifoldsof cotangentbundles
(mostly of T*IRfl = lR

2~). It is the aim of the presentnote to give some other
geometrically interesting examplesof a computationof a Maslov class, and
we describethem shortlyhere.

The examplesaretaken from contactgeometry.If V2~+ is a contactmanifold
with the contact1 -form ~ [Bl], then,the distribution 1~= 0 is a symplecticvector

bundleE of rank 2n overM, with the symplectic form d~.The maximal dimen-
sion of integralsubmanifoldsof E is n, andan n-dimensionalintegralsubmanifold

of E is calleda Legendresubmanifoldof V.
Let us assumethat we have: a) a LegendresubmanifoldM of V, and b) a

Lagrangian subbundle C of E. Then (ElM, C/M, TM) is a configuration for
which Maslov classesmay be defined. A first exampleis provided by the 3-di-

mensionalunit sphere.S3 hasthreecontactstructures,whoseassociatedcanonical
vector fields ~ (a = 1, 2, 3) define the well known parallelizationof S3, andany

curve ~ tangent to the plane (E
2. ~3) is a Legendrecurve with respect to the

contactstructureof ~ (andso on) [Bl]. We shall seethat it is easyto compute
the Maslov class(index) of such Legendrecurves‘y with respectto the foliation

C definedby the orbitsof (say)~2

The main exampleto be consideredis the generalsituationobtainedby looking

at the cotangentunit spheresbundle S*N overa RiemannianmanifoldAl. S*N

has a naturalcontactstructureinducedby the Liouville I -form of the cotangent
bundle T*N [BI]. The fibers of S*N define a Legendrefoliation C, and it is
natural to look for the Maslov class of an arbitrary LegendresubmanifoldM

of S*AJ with respectto C. In analogywith a result of J.M. Morvan EM], we shall
expressthis classby meansof themeancurvaturevectorof M.

Needlessto say, in this paper we are working in the C~category.Another
conventionwhich we constantlyuseis Einstein’ssummationconvention.

2. GENERALFORMULAS

Let usstart by fonnulatingone of the possibledefinitionsof the Maslov class
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of a triple (E,L1, L2) whereE is a symplecticvectorbundlewith the symplectic
vector bundle with the symplectic form &2 over a manifold M, and L1, L2 are
Lagrangiansubbundlesof the former. First, we haveto chooseon E a complex

structureJ compatiblewith the symplecticstructure(i.e., ~2(Ja,Jb) = &l(a, b)).
Then, if U CM is a trivializing neighbourhoodfor our bundles,we may look
at fields of frames (e~’),(fr) (a = 1, . . . , 2n) of the fibers of E/U which are

unitary for the Hermitianmetric determinedby g(a, b) = ~(a, Jb), and aresuch
that e[~EL1, .f~EL2 (1 = 1,. . . ,n). Accordingly, we havecomplexlocal bases

for the complexn-dimensionalvectorbundle(E,J) givenby

= — (e~— Je~)

(2.1)
(fU_ .,/TjJfU)

andthetransitionbetweenthesebasesis of theform

(2.2) ~U_AeU

where A~:U-+ U(n) = the unitary n-dimensionalgroup, and a changein the
choice of the fields of framesmultiplies Au at the left and at the right by ma-
trices belonging to the orthogonalgroup 0(n). Now, we seethat for a covering

of M with suchneighbourhoodsU, the local mappingsAu glue up to a global

well definedset mapping

(2.3) A(L1, L2) : M -+ U(n) II 0(n),

where II denotesequivalenceof unitarymatricesby both left andright multiplica-
tion by orthogonalmatrices.

Furthermore,since the determinantof an orthogonalmatrix is ±1, there is

a well defmedmapping

(2.4) det
2:U(n)//0(n)-÷S’={zEC/lzl= l}

definedby thesquareof the determinantof a matrix.

Hence, weobtain a mapping

(2.5) ~LL=det2oA(Ll,L
2) :M-*S

1,

which is clearly differentiable,andtheMaslov classis definedas

(2.6) m(L
1,L2) = ~1L2[2 ~]EH1(M~ ~)
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where dz/2ir Vc1 z is the <~volumeform)> of S’ of (2.4), and bracketsdenote

cohomologyclasses.
The Maslov classdoesnot dependon the choiceof J sinceany two suchope-

ratorsJ are homotopically related,and it vanishesif L1. L2 aretransversalsub-

bundlesof E since thenJ may be chosensuch that L2 = JL1. If ~ : S
1 -±Mis a

closedcurvemM, thentheMasloi’ index of 7 is defined by

(2.7) m2L =f m(L
1.L,) = deg~~L1L207),

where in the right-hand side we have the degree of the corresponding mapping.

andwe seethatm~ is an integer.L1L2
Let us also rememberthe generaldefinition of Maslov classesas exotic charac-

teristic classes[V2]. Let us look againat thebundles(E. L1. L2) andat the compa-

tible complex structure J consideredabove.Let us also look at a coveringof M

by trivialization neighbourhoodsU, and at local framefields~ asin formula

(2.1). Using such frames,we may define two kinds of linear connectionson F

namely, L1-orthogonalconnections,and L,-orthogonal connections.In a precise

manner.(e~)(i = I n) is a g-orthonorrnal basis of L1, and there are cor-

respondingorthogonalconnectionsin L1 given locally by

(2.8) De1=wJe1 w~+wJ=O.

Then,formula (2.1) yieldscomplexbasesof(E,J). and

(2.9) Dc1 =

is a connectionin (E, J) which we call L1-orthogonal.The L2-orthogonal con-

nectionswill be definedsimilarly be meansof formulas

(2.10) Dsc1=&3~

where ‘p. are defined in (2.1). (It is easy to understandthe meaningof these

types of connections in terms of principal bundlesof frames and. hence, the

existenceof suchconnections).

Now, the existenceof thesetwo kinds of connectionsleads to exotic charac-

tesitic classesby meansof the known comparisonproceduredue to Bott EBo].

Namely, let us considerthe Clierii polj’noinials

(2.11) ck(A)= trAkA.

2ir

where A E u(n) = the unitary Lie algebra,and AkA denotesthe kth~compound
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of A. Let be a L1-orthogonalconnectiongiven by (2.9), and V be a L,-ortho-

gonal connectiongiven by (2.10), and denoteby (~r~),eii~)the matricesof these

connectionsin a common complex unitary basis (b1) of (E,J) (notice that in

(2.9), (2.10), we had different bases for the two connections),and by (~fl~),

(2fl~) the correspondingcurvature matrices. Then, the ck-difference form is

definedby

pl

L~l2ck=kj ck(lr—lr,ll ll)dt=

0 (k—1)times

(2.12)
(~)k (1 , , . .1

= I ~ ... Ah~dt,
(2ir)

1’(k — I)! Jo ~ “ k 11 11 ~2

t t 1 2

where fl = (H~)is the curvaturematrix of the connection(1 — t) V + t V (0 ~

‘e~t ~ I). Thebasicpropertyof the form (2.12)is

(2.13) dL~l
2ck= ck(ñ) —ck(fl),

and it is known that for odd k = 2h — 1 the right-handside of (2.13) vanishes.
(See,for instance,[Bo]).

Accordingly, we obtainthe cohomologyclasses

(2.14) ~LhIL2 = [~l2c2h_l] E H
4~3(M, IR),

and we call (2.14) the htF~~Maslouclass of(L
1, L2) (h = 1,2,...). Theseclasses

dependneitheron the choice of J nor on that of the orthogonalconnections,

and they vanish if L1 and L2 are transversalsubbundles,i.e., all these classes
aretransversalityobstructions[V2].

Particularly,the first class1’~L is representedby

(2.15) A12c1 = (~r’ —~r),
2ir

and the importantfact for the presentnoteis [KT]. ED], [V2]

(2.16) L = — m(L1.L2).
12 2

It is on these formulas that we base the computationof the Maslov class in

the next section.
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3. COMPUTATIONS OF MASLOV CLASSES

In thissectionwe developthe examplesdescribedin Introduction.
We shall start with the simple caseof curves in S3. Let us identify 1R4 with

the field Q of thequaternionsby meansof the mapping

(3.1) (x1, x2,x3, x4) ~q = x1 + x2i + x3j + x4k,

where(I. i, 7, k) is the usualbasisof Q. Then

(3.2) 53={qeQ/qq’= l},

and it follows that the vectorfields

= iq = (— x2,x1, — x4,x3)

= jq = (—x3,x4,x1, —x2)

= kq = (—x4,—x3,x2,x~)

are in 7~S3,and define a field of orthonormal tangent frames on S3 with the

metric inducedby IR”.
Let us denote by ~ ~ 773) the dual cobasisof (3.3). Then, for instance

~
1=—x

2dx’+x1dx2—x4dx3+x3dx4,

and it is easyto seethat this is a contact form on ~3 [Bl]. One can write down
similarly the contact forms ~~2’ 173. Clearly, the contact distribution F

1 of (3.4)

is spannedby {~2’ ~3}~and d771 defineson E1 the structureof a symplecticvector
bundle of rank 2. Any curve ‘y of ~3 which is tangentto E1 will be calleda

-Legendre curve. (Of course,we have similarly ~2-Legendrecurves and ~3-Le-

gendrecurves).
Now, following the explanationgiven in Introduction, let usalso look at the

foliation C2 of ~3 by orbits of ~2’ which is obviously a ~1-Legendredistribution.
Then, if ‘y is a ~1-Legendrecurve on ~3 we havealong ‘y the symplecticvector
bundle E1/’y, and the LagrangiansubbundlesL1 = span~2/’y.L~= span-~ (where

the dot denotesderivative with respect to arc length), and the classm(‘I’) =

= m(L1, L2) will be called the Maslov class of ~. If ~ is closed f>m(7) is the

Maslovindexof ~.

We can computem(‘y) straightforwardly from the first definition given in
Section2, without usingconnections.First, we shallnotice that

(3.5) J~2=~3, JE3=—~2

defines on E a complex structure compatible with the symplectic form ~ =

= d771/E, and that the associatedHermitian metric is precisely the one induced
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by the Euclideanmetricof IR”.
Now, the index i of (2.1) takes only one value, and we may use the bases

(2.1) with

e1=~2,

(3.6)

f
1=~,

If 0 denotesthe angleof ~ with ~2 in E, we have

(3.7) 7 = ~2 cos 0 + sin 0, Jy = —~2sin0 + cos 0,

and accordingly

(3.8) ‘p1=e1(cosO + ~sin0)=e~0e1.

Hence, the matrix A~of (2.2) is just e~d’~6,and it follows from (2.6) that

m (rny) is the cohomologyclassdefinedby dO. If ~ is closed, and we seeit as

an immersion~ : ~1 ...~S
3, we may formulatethis result as

PROPOSITION. The Maslov index of a ~
1-Legendrecurve of S

3 with respectto

is the degreeof the mapping (20) 07 : S’ -+ S’, where 0 is seenasan angle
mapping. .

Now,we go overto the discussionof our mainexample.
Let N~+ 1 be a Riemannian manifold with the metric u given by ds2=

= Uab dxadx”; a, b, . . . , = 1,. . . , n + 1; x’~= local coordinateson N. Let
denotethe associatednaturalcovectorcoordinates.Then the cotangentbundle

T*N hasthe canonicallocal coordinates(xi’, ~ and the cotangentunit spheres
bundleof N is definedas the submanifoldof T*N given by

(3.9) i : S*N= {(x, ~) E T*N/Uab(X) ~b = l} C T*N.

It is classical that T*N possesses the Lioum’ille 1-form X = ~a dxa, and this
inducesa contact 1-form i*X = 77 on S*N [Bl]. The fibers of S*N, which are
defined by x’~= const., obviously satisfy the conditions17 = 0, d~= 0, which,

for every submanifold tangent to r~= 0, are equivalent with the integrability
of the submanifold [BI]. Hence thesefibers define a Legendrefoliation which
we shall denoteby C * ~ S*N. Accordingly, if / : M -+ S*N is an arbitrary(im-

mersed)Legendresubmanifoldof S*N. we have as in Introduction ElM (given
by i~= 0 with the symplectic form d77), L

1 = C *IM, L2 = TM. which give riseto
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def def
Maslov classesm(L

1, L2) = m*(M)
1,1LL = ~.ih~’(M).It is our aim now to com-

pute m*(M) and get therebya theoremanalogousto the one given by Morvan

for Lagrangian submanifolds of T*M EM], [V
2].

Let us recall the existenceof the following structuresof T*N EYI]. The Riem-

annian connection of N has an associated horizontal distribution ~Kon T*N,
which is definedlocally by

(3.10) Oa=d~a_f~,,~cdXb=0,

where F.’. are Christoffel symbolsof u. Thereby,T*N gets an almost product

structure(~C,V = the tangent distribution of the fibers of T*N), (dxa, 0) is an
adaptedcobasisof this structure,and

a a a
(3.11) X = — +F~ — , —

° aX~ a c a~b a~a

is the correspondingdual basis, where ~C= span X0 , V = span a/a~a. Now,

duality with respectto u yields anotherbasisof~f

(3.12) yauabX

and if we look at the transition relationsof these local baseswe seethat the

formulas

a a
(3.13) .ii’°= — ,j ya

ö~a

provide us with a well defined almost complex structureon T*N. Moreover,

therelations

(314) g(yayb)=g(~_ _~_)=uab,g(r, _~_.)=~

yield a J-Hermitian metric with V .L~C, and whose Kähler form ~(X, Y) =

= g(JX, Y) is preciselythe canonicalsymplecticform of T*M

(3.15) ~=—dx=dx’~Ao~.

HenceT*N has an almost-Kählerstructurewhich is Kähler (J is integrable)iff
(N, u) is locally flat.

Now, let us come back to S*N. Clearly, TS*N is defined in TT*N by
d(Uab ~ = 0, which is equivalentto

(3.16) uthL~~aOb=0.
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Hence~C/S*NC TS*N, and, on S*N, we simply referto thisspaceas~C.Further-

more, let us denoteby A the fundamentalvectorfield of the contactstructure
of S*N defined by i(A)77 = I, i(A)di~ = 0 EB1]. We see by a straightforward

checking that

(3.17) A =Uab~aXb=~aYaE~JC,

which provesthat ~iCis transversalto the contactdistribution E, and that K =

= £ n ~Cis a n-dimensionaldistribution on S*N satisfying 77 = 0. From (3.15)

we seethat it also satisfiesd77 = 0, hence[Bli it defmesa new Legendrefoliation
on S *N transversalto C ~,

Moreover, it is clear that K .1. C * with respectto the metricg of (3.14). But

we also havefrom (3.12), (3.14),(3.17)

g(A,Z)=u”~~g(X~,~X~) = UabUb~~a a~0 forevery Z=~X~EK,

since i~= 0 on K. Hence K IA. Now, let us remark that (3.17) also implies

a
(3.18) JA = ~a —a
Hence,sinceJ andg arecompatible,andJ1C = V, wegetJK = C ‘i’.

SinceJ is compatiblewith ~7 of (3.15) on T*N, it follows from the described
propertiesthat—J is a complexstructurecompatible with d~on E, andg IE is

the correspondingHermitianmetric, which is the first thing we needin a Maslov
classcomputation.

Now, in order to go on with the computation,we needadequateconnections

as shownin Section 2. For the sakeof simplicity, let us assumethat u is a locally
flat metric on N. In this case,g is a locally flat Kãhlermetric on T*N, its Rieman-

nian connectionV is i-compatible,and ~C, V are V -parallel. The hypersurface
S*N hasthenormalfA in T*N, hencewe havethe Gaussequation

(3.19)

wherethe star meansthat we are referingto elementsin S*N, V * is the induced
connection, and b* is the secondfundamentalform. From (3.19), andsince V

is V-parallel, we seeimmediately that C* is V*~paralle1,andV’~’ induceson C*
on orthogonal connection. This may be used to define the connectionV of
(2.12) (if restrictedto the LegendresubmanifoldM, of course).

Now, let us concentrateon the Legendresubmanifold M of 5*75.1, and let

(e1) (i = I n) be a local g-orthonormalfield of framesin TM. Then,since
TM is lagrangian in E. andA IF, it follows that (Je1,A) is a normal basisof M

in S*N, and we may write the Gaussequationsof M is S*AJ under the form
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(3.20) V*e~= ~ e1 + c’~(.Je.)+ tc~A,

where(~z~)are the local 1-forms of the connection V’ induced by V* in M, and

are I-forms whichdefine the secondfundamentalform ofM in S*N.Since
the induced connectionV, preservesthe metric inducedby g in M, it is clear

that we mayuse V’ to get the connectionV neededin (2.12).

2 In order to computeMaslov classeswe have to find the difference between
V and V expressedin common framesof reference,which we take to be the
complexframes associatedto (e1) consideredabovein (E, —J). Thesearedefined

by (2.1), which in our caseis

(3.21) = ±(e. + ~ie.)
1 I

(since our complex structureis —J), and the forms %~ of (2.12) are precisely
We Still haveto compute~ of the local equationsVe1 rT~c1 of ourV, and,

by (3.21) this can be done if we first computeV” (ie1). Using (3.19), and the
compatibility of V andJ, we maygo on as follows

V * (Jet) = V (Je1) — f3, (JA) = J(Ve,) — I3~(JA) =

(3.22) =J(V*e, +a,(JA))—I3~(JA)=

= j.z~(Je1)—c~e1—a1A + (i~ —3,)(JA),

where anda. are 1-formsdefinedby

13,(X*) = b*(X*,Je~),a1(X*)= b*(X*, e.).

Now, since V *(Je.) is tangentto S*N wemusthavei~ and

(3.23) V*(Je,) = i.t~(Je1) —c~e. —a.A.

(These are the <<main part>> of the Weingarten equations of M in S*N. To have

all of the Weingartenequationswe shouldalso write down a formula for V *A,
but we are not interestedin it. As a consequenceof (3.21),(3.20), and(3.23),
wehave

(3.24)

Now let us be more precise about V. Namely, V is the complex connection

on (F, —J) obtained by the extension of V *IC ‘I’, and it follows that V can
also be seen as the connectioninduced by V * on E (since the latter extends

V*/C*). Hence,in view of (3.24) we have
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(3.25)

Therefore

(3.26)

andwe canusethis result for the computationof theMaslov classes.
For the result that we are interestedin, we use (2.15) and (2.16), and we

havein view of (3.26)

(3.27) m*(M) = — — [c,’]

(bracketsdenote the cohomology class).We shall reformulate this result such

asto makeclearits geometricsignificance.
It follows from (3.20) that the second fundamentalform of M in S*N is

givenby

(3.28) a(X, Y) = [c7(X)(Jeh)+

where X, Y are in TM, and Y= i~1e
1.Accordingly, the mean curvaturevector

of M in S*N is

In 1 n

(3.29) H = — ~ o(e,,e.) = — ~ (cI”(e,)(Jeh) +

SinceV” preservesg,and by using(3.20),(3.23),we obtain

(3.30) 0 = d(g(e1,Je1))=g(V*e,,Je1) + g(e1,V*Je1)= ~ —

and we may changein (3.29) c,”(e,) by c,~(e,).On the otherhand,(3.20) yields

c’~(e,)= g(Ve~,Je/),

and since V* has no torsion we obtain c~(e,)= c~(eh),and thereforeH finally
becomes

(3.31) H= — ~ cReh)(Jeh)+ ~ ~~(e~A =H’+ _(~K~(~))A~
n h,i= 1 ~ 1=1 ~ 1=1

where H’ denotes the orthogonal projection of H on E. Since (e1,—Je,) is a

symplecticbasisfor the symplecticform d~/E,we have

(3.32) dfl=~ �kA(eko~,
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where (ek, ek of) is the dual cobasis,and a simple computationprovidesus with

the final result

THEOREM. The Masloi’ class of the LegendresubmanifoldM of S*N, whereN
is a flat Riemannian manifold, is givenby

n
(3.33) m*(M) = — [i(H’)d77].

IT

Particularly, if M is a minimalsubmanifoldofS*N, m *(M) = 0.

This theoremis analogousto Morvan’sresult [ML [D], [V2],

Final Remarks. 1) We took N flat in order to simplify the exposition.As a

matter of fact, m*(M) can be computedby formula (3.27) in the generalcase,
but then we must replaceV by anotherconnection which can be seenas a sum

of the projections of V on ~Cand V (the secondconnectionof the Riemannian

manifold T*N endowedwith the foliation V. as definedin EV1]). However.(3.33)
cannot be obtainedin the generalcase since this new connectionhas torsion.

2) The establishedmachinerycan also be usedto computehigherdimensional
Maslov classesby meansof(2.l2), (2.14),but wemust thenusealso the curvature
of M. and the Gauss-Codazziintegrability conditions,which makesthe compu-
tationcomplicated,andwith notvery nicefinal results.

3) It is possible to transfer the above computationof the Maslov class to

Legendre submanifoldsof the tangent unit spheresbundle of a Riemannian
manifold,by meansof the machineryof the Legendretransformation[AMI.
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